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Thank you for the opportunity to testify. My name is Brian Paul and I’m the Research
and Policy Coordinator of Common Cause/New York, a nonpartisan advocacy
organization founded as a vehicle for citizens to make their voices heard in the
political process and to hold government accountable. For more than thirty years,
dedicated to representing the public interest, Common Cause/NY has worked at the
state, federal, and municipal level to bring about honest, open and accountable
government.
We appreciate the opportunity to engage with the Assembly in an open discussion
about the state’s information technology infrastructure. New York has a valuable
opportunity to upgrade its information technology in a way that can improve the
efficiency and accessibility of government. Many state and local governments across
the nation are increasingly using the internet to make government data more
accessible. Improved transparency and reporting of data can allow the public to better
understand and evaluate government programs and how public money is spent.
We’d like to focus on two specific recommendations that fall within today’s broad topic
of discussion: first, the potential creation of an inter-agency online statistics
dashboard, and second, the need for major improvements to the JCOPE and Board of
Elections websites in relation to online access to lobbying expenditure and campaign
finance data.
Last fall, Common Cause/NY worked with Professor Dennis Smith at NYU Wagner on a
white paper examining the potential for improved performance reporting in New York
State1 . While the paper focused specifically on performance reporting for the
Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF) program, it also included a review of
current best practices in performance reporting overall. On the State level, we
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recommend looking to Virginia’s Virginia Performs 2 as a model for creating an interagency statistics dashboard at the state level.
Virginia Performs is a web-based interface that collects and displays standardized
performance measures from more than eighty Virginia state agencies 3. All of the
underlying state data is entered directly by the line workers at the agency level and
uploaded to a centralized system. Virginia Performs aggregates this state data with
relevant data from the federal level and displays it online in easily understandable text,
graph, and map forms. The “Scorecard” section of the site aggregates the data,
compares Virginia’s measures to other states, and reports on progress from previous
years, while the “Agency Performance” section provides key statistics, goals, and
budgets for each individual agency.
In addition to increasing transparency and promoting the public interest by allowing
data sets to be meaningfully reviewed and utilized by the citizenry, Virginia Performs
also connects different state agencies with common metrics that measure progress
towards common goals.
New York State could also look closer to home to the example of New York City’s
“Citywide Performance Reporting System4” as an example of how to create an
interactive dashboard of governmental statistics. But we believe Virginia Performs
offers the strongest template and we recommend that this committee take a serious
look at what it would take to create a similar system for New York State.
Our second area of recommendations for today’s hearing is for a major overhaul to the
JCOPE and Board of Elections websites. Regarding online access to lobbying
expenditure and campaign finance data, these websites have not been substantially
updated in many years and are now far behind the best practices standards. The first
basic standard for both websites to meet is to make all data available in easily
downloadable database/spreadsheet formats (Excel, CSV, XML).
For searching lobbying expenditures, the current JCOPE website is difficult and
unintuitive for the average member of the public to use. There is no explanation of the
difference between a “lobbyist query” and a “client query.” Users are left on their own
to discover that one leads to a bimonthly report filed by the lobbyist and the other to a
bi-annual report filed by the client. Procuring an organization’s report requires clicking
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through multiple confusing dialogues before arriving at the report page, which can
only be printed. Reports cannot be exported to Microsoft Excel or another database
program for analysis, or even directly saved as a PDF. The site only works properly in
Microsoft Internet Explorer.
The basic structure of the database is also problematic in that there are no uniform
categories for the “purpose” field of itemized expenditures. As a result, different
lobbyists often report the same expenses in very different ways, creating a barrier to
public engagement and accurate analysis of the data. Purpose descriptions should be
made uniform via pull-down menus for categorization.
The State Board of Elections’ campaign finance database also has a major problem with
its basic structure. The current system relies on manual entry of the contributor’s
name. As a result, some organizations and individuals have multiple entries based on
multiple spelling variations, making it difficult to properly identify the full scope of
activity. For example, New York State United Teachers has at least three dozen
different entries in the system5 . It is nearly impossible for a member of the public to
use the existing website for accurate analysis.
For best practices in internet campaign finance databases on the State level, we
recommend taking a look at the State of Connecticut’s “eCRIS” (Campaign Reporting
Information System) website6 . The Connecticut eCRIS home page offers very clear links
to six different types of search. The system allows the user to search in great detail by
specific types of receipt and expenditure and fills in potential search terms in a drop
down menu as you type (for example, typing “Mac” into the Committee Search leads a
drop down menu to appear with “MacDonald 2010” and “Machado for State Rep” as
options). This relieves the user of the burden to perfectly spell the search term. Once
the desired set of data is reached, it can be re-ordered by any field and easily exported
to Excel, CSV, or MDB format.
We again thank the Assembly for arranging this open forum to discuss the important
issue of how to improve state government’s use of information technology. Common
Cause/NY looks forward to continuing to work with the Assembly on all issues relating
to improved government transparency and public engagement.
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Appendix: Virginia Performs Screenshots – Full Dashboard
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Virginia Performs Screenshots – “Economy” Dashboard –
“Poverty” Section
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Virginia Performs Screenshots – Agency Profiles -- DMV
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